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Five Projects

1. Third (M. Arch thesis)

2. After the flood (Après le déluge)

3. How Much Land Does a Man Need?

4. Rosa Mexicano

5. Saint Martin’s Neighbor
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Third
Year 2020

Status M.Arch Thesis

Location Everyday Street, 
between Rossi & Haussmann

Remarks In our perception, the built 
environment tends to disappear into the 
background through habit and routine. 
In this thesis, artistic explorations in 
manipulating our perceptual field serve as 
the basis to investigate for architecture 
to do the same. The project takes a 
sociological definition of space, positing 
the latent potential of third places to 
mediate between the privacy of our 
domestic environments and our public 
spheres within the context of our everyday 
social environment. Representational 
techniques, including repetition and 
doubling, are used to create a sensory 
awareness of ‘sameness’ that allows subtle 
differences to foreground in our perception. 

Sited in a fictional urban context, the 
project disguises itself as a normative 
five-story building containing spaces for 
domestic, professional, and social activities. 
The result is a limited palette of planimetric 
and three-dimensional representations 
that stage mundane scenes of habitation 
and routine as something unfamiliar or 
that which requires closer inspection.

Enfilade: Mother-in-law’s apartment, elevator lobby, and apartment back door 4 5



Top Apartment extension, Tour Bois Le Prêtre, Lacaton & Vassal. Paris, 2011. L&V extend the 
floor plates of a modernist housing block 6m, adding balconies and a new face of the building. 

Bottom Section through Tour Bois Le Prêtre, addition shown in red.

Top A structure in ruins is rehabilitated, exposing the literal ‘scars’ of renovation and results 
in an interior-outdoor space blurring the distinction between building/landscape.

Bottom Project elevation, Caritas, Architekten DVVT. Melle, Belgium. 2016. Addition in red.
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Thirdness: Third places, or settings for an ‘informal public’ offer the opportunity to  
mediate between the privacy of our domestic environments and our public identities.

1/4”=1’-0” physical model of ‘Third’8 9



Cross section through Haussmannian apartment building. Drawing by Tissandier 
and Gilbert, “Paris qui travaille” (Working Paris), Le Magasin Pittoresque, 1883.
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1-2-3 diagram of “Paris qui travaille.”10 11



Floor plans Floor plans12 13



Ground floor plan segment Residential lobby, bike storage, and powder room; egress to sidewalk cafe beyond.14 15



Level 2 plan segment Second floor backyard patio with access to residential units above.16 17



Level 3 plan segment Threshold of third-floor lawyer’s office with views into courtyard18 19



Level 2 plan segment Office for a creative agency with a patio shared with the 
cocktail bar beyond; public courtyard below
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Level 2 plan segment 1 bedroom apartment with shared balcony beyond; lightwell access on right.22 23



Thesis defense24 25



After the flood 
(Après le déluge)

Year 2019

Status Student work completed with Will Letchinger. Winner of Chambord 
Inachevé Jury Prize; AIA/ASCA COTE Top Ten Award; AIA Fort Worth Honor 
Award; SARA NY Design Award; Margaret Everson-Fossi Fellowship

Location Chambord, France

Remarks An ideas competition to speculate on an unfinished Loire chateau project 
based on plans by Leonardo de Vinci. The competition invited 20 international 
architecture schools to envision a plan for the next 500 years of the Domaine de 
Chambord, a walled-off royal ground designed on utopian ideals. The project won 
two national awards including the AIA’s award dedicated to student work.

Chateau de Chambord, 1519. Chambord Inachevé proposal, 2019.26 27



Above Loire River watershed

Bottm Left Rivers of France (Loire in blue); Bottom Right Cosson River, 
Loire Valley. Domaine de Chambord hatched with proposal in red.

Above Speculative collage: climate change threatens destruction of cultural heritage.

Bottom Flood elevations in the Domaine de Chambord.
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Top Site section (NTS)

Bottom 1:1000 study model

Aerial view of proposal30 31



Site plan32 33



CURVED VISION PANEL

STAINLESS STEEL SPIDER (TWO ARMS)

W 6X8.5

ROOF OVER PENETRATIONS

CURVED SPANDREL PANEL

STEEL MOMENT CONNECTION WITH STIFFENER PLATES

WIDE FLANGE (DEPTH VARIES)

CONCEALED GUTTER

100MM PRECAST PANEL

100MM RIGID INSULATION

#5 BENT REBAR

CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE (DEPTH VARIES)

12MM LAMINATED SLIP-RESISTANT GLASS

LINEAR MECHANICAL SLOT DIFFUSER

STEEL BASEPLATE

500MM EDGE BEAM

700MM GRADE BEAM ON 400MM Ø  
CONCRETE PILES (8M SPA.)

Bottom Wall section of ‘dry’ condition Top Section through entry

Bottom Detail of ‘prémur’ assembly

Curved vision panel

Stainless steel spider (two arms)

W 6x8.5

Roofing over penetrations

Curved spandrel panel

Steel moment connection with 
stiffener plates

Wide flange (depth varies)

700mm grade beam on 400mm Ø  
concrete piles (8m spa.)

100 MM PRECAST PANEL

CONCEALED GUTTER

100 MM RIGID INSULATION

#5 BENT REBAR

CAST-IN PLACE CONCRETE 
(THICKNESS VARIES)

WIDE FLANGE
(DEPTH VARIES)
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Above Section through ‘wet lab’

Below Wet wall section detail

LINEAR SLOT DIFFUSER 

Single-swing garage door 

Air plenum 

700 mm grade beam on 
400mm Ø concrete piles 
(8m spa) 

Operable window

COMPOSITE DECK ON
STEEL JOIST

500 MM CONCRETE BEAM

100 MM PRECAST PANEL

TYP WATER LEVEL

FRESH AIR SUPPLY

Above Chateau-facing elevation (dry)36 37



Rosa Mexicano 
Year 2019

Status Collective and individual student work completed during option 
studio, “On Ruination,” taught by Frida Escobedo and Heather Rowell.

Location Lake Texcoco. Mexico City.

Remarks A proposal for the ruin of the aborted airport project on the Lake Texcoco site in 
Mexico City. The proposal takes an interest in the informal itinerant markets throughout Mexico 
City as a catalyst for equitable development on federal lands already ruined by the government. 
The pad of the ceased construction hosts a number of tianguis markets to make a connection 
to the Foreign Trade Zone formed between the existing AICM and refurbished AISL. Vendors 
can take advantage of a direct international supply of goods coming into the country by air.

Tianguis market stall framePre-columbian market in Tenochtitlan (present day Mexico City)38 39



Top The City of Tenochtitlan is settled on an island on Lake Texcoco, c. 15th century.

Bottom Airport on a Lake: NAICM construction site, 2019. Photo by Heather Rowell.

2015–Present: Cheap land and a growing urban boundary lead to unregulated 
informal developments around site. First NAICM project annouced.

Runway 1

Chimalhuacan

Runway 2

Highway & canal

CDMX city center

Terminal 1
(2014–18)

Ecatapec 
de Morelos
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largest industrial market, the Central de 
Abastos, provides food for both permanent 
grocers and tianguis selling produce.

AICM–AISL Link

One alternative to the NAICM project proposes 
rehabilitating the Santa Lucia military airfield 
50 km north of the existing airport. The 
project would add an additional terminal and 
double runway capacity connecting the two 
airports as one by a highway or rail line.

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

DUTY FREE

3

2 1

GLOBAL TRADE

WAREHOUSE

MERCADO

TIANGUIS

Seven Lives of Garbage. A Story 
of Deception, Francis Alÿs.

“On the night of February 4, 1994, I put 7 identical 
bronze sculptures painted in 7 distinct colors 
in 7 plastic bags and dropped them in garbage 
piles in 7 districts of Mexico City. Over the 
following days, months, years, I have wandered 
through local flea markets looking for the missing 
sculptures. As of now I have found 2 out of 7. “

Supply Chain

Tianguis form one end of the supply chain in 
Mexico City after the covered markets and 
industrial distribution centers. The city’s 

Top Supply chain integration in Mexico City includes global trade down to a tianguis stall.

Bottom Workers sort through trash in Mexico City.

Top AICM–AISL link

Bottom Bronze snail, 1 of 7. 

CDMX 

EXISTING AIRPORT 
(AICM)

NAICM BOUNDARY

FORMER MILITARY 
AIRFIELD (AISL)

AICM–AISL LINK
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Top Tianguis are a pre-Colombian form of commerce of itinerant markets in Mexico City, appearing as a kind of cryptic symbol of the city from above. Anything and everything is sold at these markets.

Bottom A week of tianguis in Ecatapec de Morelos

LUNES MARTES MIÉRCOLES JUEVES VIERNES SÁBADO DOMINGO
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Top to bottom Site section from Ecatapec de Morelos (top) to the foreign trade zone (bottom) Top to bottom Development is limited by canal infrastructure and two airport 
runways are complete; markets breach canal with bridges and develop toward 
foreign trade zone; foreign trade zone established between airports.
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Top Appropriating infrastructure

Bottom Lake Texcoco site in the shadow of informal development

Top Foreign trade zone (FTZ) market

Bottom Duty-free Palace
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Massing model 1/64”=1’=0”

How Much Land 
Does A Man Need?

Year 2018

Status Collective research 
and planning; individually 
developed design project.

Location Houston, TX

Remarks Collective masterplan 
for redevelopment of Midtown 
Houston that reconsiders density 
and historic housing typology.

The architectural proposal takes 
the form of three towers offering 
a mix of residential unit types. A 
central core ‘wobbles’ around four 
corner units producing a number 
of self-similar unit types.

Top Domestic interior physical model 1/2”=1’-0”

Bottom Relief plan 1/8”-1’-0”
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Top Masterplan diagram

Bottom Physical model 1/64”=1’-0”

Studio research and masterplan52 53



Perimeter balcony Wall section & elevation54 55



Tower section and elevation Top 1/4”=1’-0” physical model

Bottom left Physical model detail; Bottom right Site plan
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Podium perspective Top Core type study model 1/8”=1’-0”

Bottom Floor plans: 4 units, 470–750 SF

Core Type A

–

Core Type B

Core Type B

–

Core Type A
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Saint Martin’s 
Neighbor

Year 2017

Status Individual student 
work at Rice University

Location Austin, TX

Remarks A sanctuary for books

Top Site plan

Bottom The roof is supported by an inverted bow truss, 3/32” physical model.

Cross section through atrium: a monumental stair negotiates between the split 
levels of program and aligns with a formal ‘slip’ that leads to the exterior ramp.
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Top Elevational sketches

Bottom The roof is supported by an inverted bow truss, 3/32” physical model.

1/32” massing models show the intentio to align the building to a street edge and 
provide a programmable outdoor space next to the adjacent wooded lot.
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Section C-C through rear courtyard Ground plan64 65


